
BOESKY x MCQ presents HAAS VEGAS! 

February 16 – March 25, 2022 at Juhl in Downtown Las Vegas  
 

Las Vegas, Nev. (Jan. 24, 2022) --- Michele C. Quinn of MCQ FINE ART is proud to announce a 
collaboration with Marianne Boesky Gallery, NY for a pop-up exhibition of the HAAS BROTHERS, 
entitled HAAS VEGAS!  - an immersive exhibition of fine art and design objects from the Texas 
born /Los Angeles based twin brothers, Nikolai and Simon Haas, (b.1984).    
 
From their beginnings as furniture designers, the Haas Brothers eclectic use of design and 
materials has spurned arbitrary artistic boundaries and hierarchies, creating a playful and 
provocative world that merges art, fashion, film, music, and design. Their work explores aesthetic 
themes related to nature, science fiction, sexuality, and psychedelia in materials that range from 
brass, porcelain, and fur to highly technical resins and polyurethane.  Individual figures come to 
life with their playful personalities and energetic presence.   Through their unique vision and 
creative balance, the brothers have tapped into the subconscious between animation and 
traditional sculpture with a unique language like no other.    
 
This pop-up collaboration between MCQ Fine Art and Marianne Boesky Gallery began in October 
2021 with a New York City lunch conversation about how to work together to bring more of 
Boesky Gallery’s incredible roster of artists to Las Vegas.     
 
Quinn is thrilled to work with Boesky, a powerhouse woman in the art world, to present this 
incredible exhibition at the Juhl live/work loft space – The Studio Collection - in Downtown Las 
Vegas just minutes from the Arts District and in an area of the city where creativity is fostered 
and supported. The gallery is open to the public Thursday through Saturday for the duration of 
the exhibition, and also by appointment.    
 
Dates:   February 16- March 25, 2022 
 
Hours:   Thursday – Saturday; 10am – 6pm  
 
Address:  Juhl - 353 E Bonneville Ave – Live/ Work Space #183 – entrance on 4th Street  
 
Contact: MCQ FINE ART: (702) 219 -0131 / info@mcqfineart.com  
 
About MCQ Fine Art  
Over the past 25 years, Michele C. Quinn, has built a career as a gallerist and private art 
consultant, specializing in post-war and contemporary art. Michele has served as curatorial 
advisor for some of the largest private and corporate contemporary art collections in the United 
States. 
 
About Marianne Boesky Gallery 
Since its inception in 1996, Marianne Boesky Gallery has represented and supported the work of 
emerging and established contemporary international artists of all media. In its first decade, the 
gallery was instrumental in launching the careers of major artists through an innovative 
exhibition program; and in 2016, the gallery expanded its flagship location to its adjacent space 
on West 24th Street. The gallery actively represents many significant international artists such as 
Ghada Amer, Pier Paolo Calzolari, Donald Moffett, Sanford Biggers and Frank Stella, among 
others.  
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